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Process algebras are widely used in the analysis of distributed computer systems.
They allow formal reasoning about how the various components of a system con-
tribute to its overall behaviour. In this paper we show how process algebras can
be usefully applied to understanding social insect biology, in particular to studying
the relationship between algorithmic behaviour of individual insects and the dy-
namical behaviour of their colony. We argue that process algebras provide a useful
formalism for understanding this relationship, since they combine computer simu-
lation, Markov chain analysis and mean-field methods of analysis. Indeed, process
algebras can provide a framework for relating these three methods of analysis to
each other and to experiments. We illustrate our approach with a series of graded
examples of modelling activity in ant colonies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Process algebras were first proposed to aid the analysis of the performance of
distributed computer systems (Hoare, 1985; Milner, 1989). These algebras allow
formal specification of the individual components, which make up a system, and
then provide means for proving properties of component interactions. This ap-
proach was first applied to animal ecology, in particular to social insects, byTofts
(1991, 1993). He specified models where ants were the components, and then
answered questions about properties of the colony they composed. These theo-
retical investigations were conducted in parallel with experiments, where model
predictions could be tested directly (Sendova-Franks and Franks, 1993). Proba-
bly the most successful application of process algebras to insect societies was the
derivation of the ‘foraging for work’ algorithm. This algorithm demonstrated that
the correlation between age and task observed in ant nests may emerge from sim-
ple employment rules, and not, as previously assumed, because age determines an
ant’s propensity to perform certain tasks (reviewed inBourke and Franks, 1995,
Chapter 12).

The process algebra which Tofts developed,Weighted Synchronous Calculus of
Communicating Systems(WSCCS), was further applied to models of the synchro-
nization of ant activity and sorting of the brood pile (Tofts et al., 1992). However,
his approach was never widely adopted, probably because process algebras are not
easily accessible to those unfamiliar with the techniques of computer science. This
is unfortunate, since WSCCS provides a natural means to formalize much of the
modelling work which is currently conducted on social insects. Indeed, around the
same time Tofts began working on WSCCS, social insect biologists were turning
to mathematical modelling and computer simulation to answer questions about the
relationship between the behaviour of the individual insect and that of the society
in which she lives (Bonabeauet al., 1997). Many of these models relied upon dy-
namical system models (Seeleyet al., 1991; Nicolis and Deneubourg, 1999)—i.e.,
nonlinear differential or difference equations—while others were based on cellular
automata (Soleet al., 1993; Edelstein-Keshetet al., 1995; Sumpter and Broom-
head, 2000) or discrete event simulations (Bonabeauet al., 1998).

The dynamical systems approach is based on rigorous mathematical axioms, but
has the drawback of modelling an essentially discrete state space—e.g., number of
ants performing a certain task—using continuous variables. Furthermore, dynami-
cal system models describe relationships between colony level variables—such as
energy reserves—instead of the behaviours of the ants which compose the colony.
These models are essentiallytop-down,while observations of individual insect be-
haviour give rise more naturally tobottom-upmodels. Developed as observation
driven models, cellular automata provide bottom-up modelling with a discrete state
space. However, cellular automata are best suited to understanding spatial dynam-
ics, and often confound spatial effects with the effects of stochastic interactions be-
tween individuals. WSCCS is a formal language for describing bottom-up systems
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of discrete individuals, oragents, which behave according to a set of probabilis-
tic rules. In general, WSCCS is used to model nonspatial stochastic interactions
though it could also be used to specify spatial models.

Rather than concentrate on spatial models, in this paper we relate, through a
series of simple examples, the WSCCS approach to modelling agent interactions
to the dynamical systems approach to modelling population dynamics. We advo-
cate a combined approach: WSCCS is used for defining agent interactions, which
allow computer simulation and Markov chain analysis, while dynamical systems
approaches are used to determine global properties of populations of these agents.
This approach rests firmly on the provision of a formal method to link the WSCCS
agent definition to difference equations. In providing such a link we make analysis
of many WSCCS agents a great deal easier, widening the scope of natural systems
to which WSCCS models can be successfully applied. The emphasis of analyt-
ical work is changed from long symbolic manipulations to the more qualitative
approaches of cobweb and bifurcation diagrams (Murray, 1989; Hilborn, 1994).
We think of a WSCCS model as a parent to simulations and to dynamical system
models. It will help draw together the conclusions of its various offspring, with
differences between the two explained with reference back to the parent model.

The test of any mathematical modelling technique is in its application. Can it
accurately capture important aspects of the system it purports to model? Can it
produce interesting, possibly counter-intuitive, insights into the biology, and gen-
erate testable hypotheses? The models applied thus far have been essentially lin-
ear, allowing simple Markov chain analysis (Tofts, 1994). By linking WSCCS to
dynamical systems, we provide a mechanism for formal agent-based modelling of
nonlinear systems. This will open the door for its application to the nonlinear prob-
lems inherent in the self-organization of insect societies (Bonabeauet al., 1997).
The main aim of this paper is to introduce WSCCS and develop new methods for its
usage. We apply these methods to the phenomenon of synchronized activity found
in some ant nests, where the majority of the nest population become active and
inactive together (Frankset al., 1990; Cole, 1991b). We develop a minimal but ad-
equate model of how small colonies of randomly acting ants can synchronize their
activity without an external organizing force. The analysis of this model generates
novel predictions about colony size limits and the likely nature of interactions.

The structure of this paper is as follows: the next two sections introduce the
basic notation of WSCCS. Section4 gives a simple model for how activity might
spread through a colony. We then determine, from the model, estimates for the
probability that an external disturbance to a passive colony will cause at least one-
half of the colony to become active. In Section5 we propose a dynamical systems
approach as an alternative, heuristic method of analysing the model. This involves
taking a mean-field estimate of the behaviour of agents to give a deterministic
difference equation. In Section6 we apply this mean field approach to a simple,
but nonlinear, model of how small colonies of ants can synchronize periods of
inactivity and activity.
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2. AGENTS AND COMPOSITIONS OF AGENTS

When modelling in WSCCS we think of each individual ant as an autonomous
computer program. Each program changes state both according to probabilistic
rules and through communication with other programs. The state of each program
is known as anagent. One agent becomes another by making atransition. We de-
scribe an ant in WSCCS by listing the agents which comprise its possible states of
behaviour and the probabilities that it makes certain transitions. It is by composing
these ant agents in parallel and allowing them to communicate with each other that
we build models of entire colonies.

Consider a single ant that is either resting or performing some task. A simple
model of this ant would allow her to be one of two possible agents,Active or
Passive. We can define probabilities of her changing from one agent to another.
For example, if in a single unit of time there is a probability,p, that an ant might
change from beingActive to Passive we define the following in WSCCS

Active ≡ p :
√
.Passive+ q :

√
.Active (1)

where the+ indicates that the agent can make a choice. The
√

represents a tick
of a global clock. Each time a

√
occurs time has moved forward one step. Thus,

equation (1) says that on a tick theActive ant will becomePassive with proba-
bility p or remainActive with probabilityq = 1− p. We also define

Passive ≡ 1 :
√
.Passive (2)

which says thatPassive can make transitions only toPassive.
To tighten the definition of how agents evolve in time, we denote anagent tran-

sitionas

A
√
[p]
−→ B

whereA andB are agents andp is a probability thatA will becomeB in a single time
step. All possible transitions must be consistent with the laws of WSCCS, which
are given in full inTofts (1994). Under these laws, the transitions ofActive can
be shown to be

Active
√
[p]
−→ Passive (3)

Active
√
[q]
−→ Active. (4)

Thinking again of an agent as the state of a computer program, transitions are a list
of the probable outcomes of its execution. Iterating through the transitions shows
that anActive ant will becomePassive in one time step with probabilityp or on
two time steps with probability(1− p)p. In general, anActive ant will become
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Passive on t time steps with probability(1− p)t−1 p. Since the number of ticks
until an active ant becomes passive is geometrically distributed with parameter,p,
the mean number of ticks until an ant becomesPassive is 1/p.

In order to simulate a colony of ants it must be possible to compose agents in
parallel. We write a colony ofn ants,i of which areActive agents, as

Colonyn(i )≡ Active× · · · × Active︸ ︷︷ ︸
i agents

× Passive× · · · × Passive︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−i agents

≡

i∏
Active×

n−i∏
Passive

whereA×B indicates that agentsA andB perform actions concurrently.Colonyn(i )
is also an agent. Like the agents which compose it,Colonyn(i ) may also tick
forward in time by making transitions.

In order to determine what these transitions are, we consider now the sequence
of random variablesA = {At : t ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}} where 0≤ At ≤ n for each
t . We can think of such a sequence as representing the outcome of a series of
transitions on the agentColonyn(n), which represents the initial state consisting
of all ants in the active state. Now assume we knowAt = i , so thatColonyn(i ) is
the result oft ticks of a global clock. On the next time step,t + 1, eachActive
agent inColonyn(i ) makes an independent, random decision whether to remain
Active or to becomePassive. If the agent becomesPassive it will contribute 0
to the number ofActive ants at the next time step, if she remainsActive she
will contribute 1. Let the random variableXk represent the number ofActive ants
which thekth ant contributes to the next time step:

P(Xk = 0) = p and P(Xk = 1) = q.

The number ofActive ants at timet + 1 therefore depends on the number of
Active ants at timet as follows

At+1 = X1+ X2+ · · · + XAt . (5)

Furthermore, since theXk are distributed with a Bernoulli distribution with param-
eterp, At+1 is distributed with a binomial distribution with parametersi andp. We
can therefore express all the possible transitions ofColonyn(i ) in terms ofAt+1:

Colonyn(i )
√
[P(At+1= j |At=i )]
−→ Colonyn( j ) (6)

where

P(At+1 = j |At = i ) =

(
i

j

)
q j pi− j
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for all 0≤ j ≤ i . These transitions ofColonyn(i )may also be shown using the for-
mal semantics of WSCCS (Sumpter, 2000). In this paper we avoid demonstrating
transitions algebraically, since it does not usually aid understanding of the agents.
Instead we use arguments, such as that given earlier, concerning random variables.
To better understand the rules of WSCCS we recommend using the Probability
Workbench, an automated tool for interpreting agent definitions (seeAppendix A).
Learning WSCCS without using the Probability Workbench is somewhat analo-
gous to learning to program in C without using a compiler to test programs.

When a sequence of random variables is identified which properly capture the
time evolution of an agent, the random variables may be analysed to obtain dy-
namical properties of the agent. Let us now consider the time until activity ceases
for Colonyn(n). This can be done using probability generating functions (pgfs),
which express a probability distribution as a power series of a variable,s (Grimmett
and Welsh, 1986, Chapter 4). The pgf,GY(s), for a nonnegative discrete random
variable,Y, is defined as

GY(s) = E(sY) =

∞∑
k=0

skP(Y = k).

In the above example, eachXk has identical pgf,GX(s) = p + qs. Probabil-
ity generating functions are particularly useful since they provide an easy way of
manipulating sums of independent random variables. It can be shown that the pgf
for the number ofActive ants after a single time step onColonyn(n) (i.e., A0 = n)
is, GA1(s) = (p+ qs)n.

In general, ifN,Y1,Y2, . . . are discrete random variables and theYks are identi-
cally distributed, each having pgfGY(s), then the sumS = Y1 + Y2 + · · · + YN

has pgf

GS(s) = GN(GY(s)) (7)

(Grimmett and Welsh, 1986, p. 146). Applying this fact to equation (5) gives,

GAt+1(s)= GAt (GX(s))

= GAt−1(GX(GX(s)))

= GA1(GX(GX . . . (GX(s)) · · ·))

= (p+ q (p+ q(p+ q(· · · (p+ qs) · · ·)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
t iterates

)n.

It can then be shown by induction that

GAt (s) = (1+ qt(s− 1))n.
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Therefore,

P(At = 0) = GAt (0) = (1− qt)n (8)

is theprobability of extinctionat timet—i.e., the probability that aftert transitions
of Colonyn(n) there are noActive ants. Determining this probability is an im-
portant feature of analysis of agents, be it finding how long it is until the whole
colony becomes inactive or predicting whether a species of reproducing organisms
will die out.

More involved use of pgfs can give expressions for the probability a colony
becomes extinct after exactlyt

√
actions and the average time until extinction

(Sumpter, 2000). In general, the aim of our analysis is to determine properties of
theglobal (or colony) agent, from the definition of theindividual (or ant) agents.
So far we have established properties of simple and not very realistic agents. The
next step toward realism is to allow our agents to interact with each other.

3. ACTIONS AND I NTERACTIONS

In Nature, ants receive signals from other ants or intruders in the nest. In WSCCS
we call such signalsactions. Signals to an ant may take priority over its normal
activities and result in changes in its behaviour. In WSCCS we signify the level of
priority, k ≥ 0, of an action by writingωk as part of the probability weighting.

We define aPassive ant which can perform awakeupaction and become
Active as

Passive ≡ ω : wakeup.Active+ 1 :
√
.Passive (9)

where theω denotes thatwakeupis a prioritized action. We now see that
√

is also
an action. In fact,

√
takes a special role in WSCCS—it is the only action which an

agent can perform. Therefore, by definition,

Passive
√
[1]
−→ Passive.

So what is the role of the prioritizedwakeupaction, if thePassive ant never
performs it? To answer this question we now define an agent which is trying to
recruit passive ants to become active,

Recruit ≡ ω : wakeup.Active+ 1 :
√
.Active. (10)

The stimulating actionwakeupis known as anoutput action while the complemen-
tary wakeupis aninput action. In WSCCS, the set of actions and the operation of
juxtaposing these actions are defined as an Abelian group with

√
as the identity.

When two agents composed in parallel individually perform complementary output
and input actions,a anda, then together they perform the identity action

√
(i.e.,
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aa=
√

). Input and output actions are therefore the basis of all communication
between agents.

To see how communication works, consider theRecruit andPassive agents
acting in parallel. From the definitions in equations (9) and (10)

Recruit× Passive= (ω : wakeup.Active+ 1 :
√
.Active)

×(ω : wakeup.Active+ 1 :
√
.Passive). (11)

It is not immediately clear which transitions the agentRecruit ×Passive can
make but, under the laws of WSCCS, it can be shown to be equivalent to

ω2
:
√
.(Active× Active)+ 1 :

√
.(Active× Passive). (12)

Heuristically, this equivalence can be seen by considering all possible combina-
tions of actions performed byRecruit andPassive. The inverseswakeupwakeup
performed together equate to the identity

√
action. Separately,wakeup

√
and

√
wakeupare not permitted because we require that only

√
actions are performed.

Hence, either theRecruit performswakeupandPassive performswakeupor
both perform

√
.

Theω2 term has priority so

Recruit× Passive
√
[1]
−→ Active× Active.

We have thus shown that aRecruit who performs awakeupaction on aPassive
ant will make herActive. Although WSCCS has a large set of rules, which may
obscure the point of these simple examples, these become increasingly powerful
when reasoning about a large number of different agents acting in parallel.

4. COLONY ACTIVATION

We now develop a model motivated by a hypothesis that activity is synchronized
by active ants waking passive ants. On each time step the active ant makes a de-
cision whether to remain active, wake a passive ant or to become inactive herself.
The passive ants remain passive until they are forced to wake up.

Active1 ≡ p :
√
.Passive2+ q :

√
.Active2+ r :

√
.Recruit2

Active2 ≡ 1 :
√
.Active1

Recruit2 ≡ ω : wakeup.Active1+ 1 :
√
.Active1

Passive1 ≡ 1 :
√
.Passive2

Passive2 ≡ ω : wakeup.Active1+ 1 :
√
.Passive1
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Figure 1. The agents derivable from the agentActive1 × Active1. The labels on the
directed edges indicate the probability that one agent will become another agent on a

√
ac-

tion. Note that the two agents furthest left form a closed set, if both ants becomePassive1
then they will remain eitherPassive1 or Passive2 for all time steps.

wherep+ q+ r = 1. p is the per time step probability that an active ant becomes
spontaneously passive whiler is the probability that an active ant attempts to wake
a passive ant. An agent with index 1 will have index 2 after an action. Likewise,
an agent with index 2 will have index 1 after an action. Parallel compositions of
agents only make sense if they both have the same index. The two stages of actions
separate decision from communication. Each individual ant decides on the first tick
if she will communicate or change state, then on the next tick she carries out any
communication she decides upon. It is natural to make descriptions of behaviour
in this way, first an individual decides upon an action then carries it out. In the
analysis of agents, we will perform in the rest of this paper, we often combine
these two steps to simplify equations. However, having these two steps separate
is essential in WSCCS in order that issues of priority of communication between
agents can be sensibly resolved.

Figure1 shows a transition graph for two ants with the same index composed
in parallel. We wish to identify the dynamics ofn ants composed in parallel. For
example, which agent do we expect the agent

Activityn(i ) ≡
i∏
Active1×

n−i∏
Passive1

where 0≤ i ≤ n is a positive integer, to become after a large number of time steps?
Since all of the agents composed in parallel inActivityn(i ) are synchronized on
index 1 and the number ofActive1 plus Passive1 agents is preserved, then all
possible actions forActivityn(i ) are of the form

Activityn(i )
√
[φ(i,a,b,n)]
−→

a∏
Active2×

b∏
Passive2×

n−a−b∏
Recruit2

√
[1]
−→ Activityn( j ) (13)
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wherea, b and j are integers between 0 andn and 0 < φ(i,a,b,n) ≤ 1 is
a probability, dependent oni , a, b andn as well asp, q and r . Equation (13)
demonstrates that ant activity is memoryless; the number ofActive1 ants at any
given stage depends only on the number recorded before two

√
actions. This will

simplify analysis of the long term behaviour of ant activity, in particular it will
allow us to express activity in terms of a simple Markov chain.

4.1. Markov chain analysis. The prescribed manner of analysing a model in
WSCCS is through its underlying discrete time Markov chain (Tofts, 1994). A
Markov chain is a time ordered sequence of random variables where thet + 1th
variable of the sequence is conditional on thet th variable’s value but does not
depend on any earlier values (Grimmett and Stirzaker, 1992). We could frame our
earlier problem of determining whenn Active ants would becomePassive in
terms of a Markov chain—the number ofActive ants at timet would be the state
of the chain. In general, any WSCCS model has an underlying Markov chain with
states determined by the agents which compose it.

We define a family of random variablesA = {At , t ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}}, where
At ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,n} for all t , of which eachAt = j corresponds to the agent
Activityn( j ) having been obtained from 2t

√
actions onActivityn(i0). Equa-

tion (13) demonstrates thatActivityn( j ) is memoryless, thusA forms a discrete
time homogeneous Markov chain. We define the matrixPτ = (pi j (τ )), where
pi j (τ ) = P(At+τ = j |At = i ), to be theτ -step transition matrix forA. When
there are two ants, as in Fig.1,

P1 =

 1 0 0
p q r
p2 2pq r2

+ 2pr + 2qr + q2

 .
The Chapman–Kolmogorov equation tells us that for Markov chainsPt = Pt

1
(Grimmett and Stirzaker, 1992, Chapter 6), allowing us to determine the time evo-
lution of activity by studyingP1 alone.

The state 0 is calledpersistentsince p00(τ ) = 1 for someτ—once there are
no active ants, there will never be any active ants. Providedp > 0, all states in
T = {1,2} have a positive probability of making a transition to state 0 but prob-
ability zero of making a transition back intoT once in state 0.T is known as the
set of transientstates. These observations can be used to show that fori ∈ T ,
pi 0(t) → 1 ast → ∞. Eventually, all activity will die out. This result is con-
firmed by examining the two agents in the bottom left of Fig.1—these agents can
make transitions only to each other, while all other agents can eventually, possibly
through other agents, make transitions to them. Making the colony size larger does
not affect this result, the colony’s ultimate steady state is all the ants inactive.

4.2. Extinction probability. The above analysis tells us that activity will, in the
long term, end with all the ants passive. However, we are also interested in the
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length and strength of bursts of activity before they die out. An interesting biolog-
ical question is how the ants in a nest respond to an external disturbance, such as
the return of a forager or an intruder entering the nest. Computer simulations of
Activityn(1) (which we can think of as giving the effect of a single active ant and
n− 1 passive ants), for variousn, show the features we might intuitively expect of
our model. Whenp > r activity goes extinct quickly. On the other hand, ifr > p
then full activity is often reached before eventual extinction. However, even when
r > p there is still a probability of an early extinction of activity since the small
number ofActive1 ants may simultaneously ‘decide’ to becomePassive2.

In order to write downP1 for generaln we define a discrete random variable,Xk,
representing the number ofActive1 agents a singleActive1 agent will ‘attempt’
to contribute toAt+1,

P(Xk = 0) = p, P(Xk = 1) = q and P(Xk = 2) = r. (14)

The sumSi = X1 + X2 + · · · + Xi gives the number ofActive2 plus two times
the number ofRecruit2 agents after a single

√
action onActivityn(i ). When

i ≤ n/2 there are always sufficientPassive2 agents for everyRecruit2 agent
to perform the actionwakeup and another tick of the global clock gives the agent
Activityn(Si ). Wheni > n/2 it is possible thatSi > n and there may be insuffi-
cientPassive2 agents for all theRecruit2 agents to performwakeup. Therefore,
the probability thatActivityn(i ) at timet givesActivityn( j ) after two ticks of
the global clock is

pi j = P(At+1 = j |At = i ) =

{
P(Si = j |At = i ), if j < n
P(Si ≥ n|At = i ), if j = n

(15)

where thepi j s are elements of the one step transition matrix,P1.
We are interested in the probability that there is early activity extinction. When

2i < n then j < n and

At+1 = X1+ X2+ · · · + XAt . (16)

The random variableAt only accurately corresponds to the behaviour of 2t
√

actions on theActivityn(1) agent whilen ≥ 2At ′ has held for allt ′ ≤ t . In this
case, the probability that activity is extinct at timet is

et ≡ P(At = 0) = GAt (0).

From equation (7),

GAt+1(s) = GAt (GX(s)) = GA1(GX(GX(· · · (GX(s)) · · ·))) = GX(GAt (s))
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Figure 2. A time series of the number of active ants taken from simulations of colonies of
various sizes where activity did not go extinct. Here,p = 0.2 andq = 0.3.

—sinceGA1(s) = GX(s). Therefore,

et+1 = GAt+1(0) = GX(GAt (0)) = GX(et). (17)

It is easy to see that theet form an increasing sequence which converges ast →∞,
e= et is the smallest nonnegative root of

x = GX(x) = p+ qx+ r x2 (18)

(Grimmett and Welsh, 1986, p. 150). However, ast → ∞ then the condition
thatn ≥ 2At will not always hold. Therefore,e provides only an estimate of the
probability of early extinction. More specifically,e is the probability that a colony
which initially contains oneActive ant will have activity go extinct conditional
on less than one-half of its ants becoming active. Solvingx = p+ qx+ r x2 for
x givese = p/r (or 1 if p > r ) for Activityn(1). The interesting result of this
analysis is that given that the number of active ants is never more than one-half we
find that if p < r there is a nonzero probability that the activity does not die out.
But what happens if more than one-half of the ants do become active?

In order to discover the eventual outcome of activity bursts, simulations where
over one-half of the ants became active were continued for 600

√
actions and the

number of active ants was observed. Forn > 16 andr > p, activity did not go
extinct for any of these simulations. Figure2 shows a time series of the number of
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active ants from colonies where at least one-half of the ants became active. The ants
reach full activity quickly and the colony remains fully active. These observations
are in no way exceptional—once a relatively small number (about seven or eight)
of the ants become active, activity almost always engulfs the entire colony. In
fact, it may be shown that the probability of early extinction forActivityn(a) is
ea
= (p/r )a (Sumpter, 2000). For anything but the smallest values ofa, whenr >

p, extinction becomes extremely unlikely. In the simulations, asn increases the
fluctuations away from maximum activity get smaller until they almost disappear
for n = 256 (see Fig.2). The likelihood that a large colony will go to all passive is
very small indeed and there are extremely long periods of full activity.

These results sit somewhat uncomfortably alongside our earlier demonstration,
by identifying the persistent state of the Markov chain, that eventually all activ-
ity bursts will die out. This particular paradox can be resolved by noting that the
probability of ultimate extinction asn→∞ is not unity, but equal toe, the prob-
ability of early extinction—such arguments are given in detail inSumpter(2000).
In general, the fact that a Markov chain has a particular set of persistent states
can sometimes paint a misleading picture of how a group of agents will behave.
This is particularly true when the agent definitions give rise to nonlinear dynamics.
Biologists are usually more interested in transient behaviours, such as strength of
activity bursts, rather than the simple fact that activity will eventually end. To this
end, we now develop a heuristic method for studying the long term, but possibly
transient, behaviour of agents.

5. MEAN DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The expectationE(At+1|At = i ) is a map from a discrete state space to the real
line. The functional form of this expectation is such that it can be given a sensible
interpretation in mapping fromR to R. For example, for the agentColonyn(i )
described in equation (6), we can write

f (i ) = (1− p)i (= E(At+1|At = i )).

We call f : [0,n] → [0,n] the one tickmean mapof Colonyn(i ). We can usef
to give an ‘estimate’ of the behaviour ofColonyn. However,Colonyn( f (i )) is not
a valid agent and the study off is made in isolation toColonyn.

Let us briefly analyse repeated iterations off . The equation

i t+1 = f (i t) = (1− p)i t (19)

is known as the one tickmean difference equationfor Colonyn(i ). Given i0 = n
then

i t = f t(i0) = f (· · · f ( f (n)) · · ·)︸ ︷︷ ︸
t iterations

= (1− p)tn.
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Clearly if i t = 0 theni t+1 = 0 soi∗ = 0 is a fixed point off . This fixed point is
globally attracting since if 0< p ≤ 1 theni t+1 < i t . The mean difference equa-
tion therefore predicts that eventually all activity will go extinct. This is consistent
with the analysis in Section2 and of simulations ofColonyn(n). The mean differ-
ence equations provide some heuristic insight into the behaviour ofColonyn(i )—
activity decreases exponentially on average.

The global agentActivityn(i ) consists ofi Active1 agents andn−i Passive1

agents. As we saw in equation (13) the agent arising from a single
√

action on
Activityn(i ) consists ofActive2, Recruit2 andPassive2 agents. The number
of Recruit2 agents, which we represent as a random variableRt , is distributed
by the binomial distribution with parametersr and i and the number ofActive2

agents, represented asQt , is distributed by the binomial distribution with parame-
ters(1− p− r ) andi . All other agents arePassive2. The conditional expectation
of Rt andQt given thatAt = i is

E(Qt |At = i ) = (1− p− r )i and E(Rt |At = i ) = r i .

We therefore define

g(i ) =

(
(1− p− r )i

r i

)
to be the one tick mean map forActivityn(i ) whereg : [0,n] → [0,n] × [0,n].

From equation (15), the conditional expectation ofAt+1 given Qt = a andRt =

b is

E(At+1|Qt = a, Rt = b) =

{
a+ 2b, if a+ 2b < n
n, if a+ 2b ≥ n.

Therefore, the one tick mean map for

a∏
Active2×

b∏
Recruit2×

n−a−b∏
Passive2

is

h(a,b) = min{a+ 2b,n}

whereh : [0,n] × [0,n] → [0,n]. Thetwo tick mean mapfor a global agent,A, is
defined as the composition of the one tick mean map forA and the one tick mean
map ofB, whereB is the global agent obtained from a single action onA. The two
tick map forActivityn(i ) is

f (i ) = h ◦ g(i ) = min{(1− p+ r )i,n}.

The two tick mean difference equation forActivityn(i ) is therefore,

i t+1 = f (i t) = min{(1+ r − p)i t ,n}. (20)
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Whenr > p, equation (20) has two fixed points (wherei t+1 = i t ) at 0 andn. These
are, respectively, globally repelling and globally attracting sincei t+1 is strictly
greater thani t for 0 < i t < n. If r < p there is only one fixed point at 0. Since
i t+1 is strictly less thani t for 0< i t ≤ n, this fixed point is attracting.

Figure3 shows, for fixedn, p andr but various values ofs,

i t+s = f s(i t) = min((1+ r − p)si t ,n) (21)

compared to simulated values of the random variableAt+s given At = i t . When
At < 10, ass increases, so does the width of the distribution of values ofAt+s. In
the short term, ass increases the deviation of the simulated values ofAt+s from is

also increases. However, for larges and At , the distribution ofAt+s—in the case
where activity does not go extinct—collapses onto a single point,n. So although
deviations from the mean will increase as activity grows, once it reaches the ceiling
of Activityn(n) the fluctuations decrease again andi t+s becomes an accurate
predictor for At+s. OnceAt+s = n further iterations push upwards in mean but
remain limited byn.
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The WSCCS model can be seen as a specification for a computer simulation, for a
Markov chain and for mean difference equations. For the first two the specification
is known to be complete and unambiguous (Tofts, 1994), we have now shown this
is also the case for the last—although in this case the MDE is a mean-field approx-
imation of the WSCCS model. Differences between the simulation and the MDE
can be explained through probabilistic analysis of the underlying Markov chain.
For simple models, such asColonyn(i ), the mean difference equations depend lin-
early on the probabilities which parameterize agent transitions. InActivityn(i ),
theRecruit2 agents cannot perform morewakeup actions than there arePassive2

agents. This limitation introduces nonlinearity in the form of the min function in
equation (20). Other nonlinearities are introduced when we model competition for
communication and feedback between communicators. When the MDE is well
known, or easily analysable, then it can give a great deal of insight into the global
dynamics of our agents. For our final model of ant activity we begin with an MDE
analysis before relating it to simulations.

6. SELF -SYNCHRONIZED ACTIVITY

Cole and Cheshire(1996) andBoi et al. (1999) have shown that activity syn-
chrony in the nest ofLeptothoraxants is most regular when the nest is closed or
when foragers are prevented from returning to the nest, suggesting that periodic-
ity, when it occurs, is endogenously generated. Various agent-based models have
simulated such periodic synchronous activity (Goss and Deneubourg, 1988; Tofts
et al., 1992; Soleet al., 1993; Cole and Cheshire, 1996). All of these models incor-
porated either a refractive period—where the probability of a sleeping ant waking
is zero—or an unpassifiable period—where the probability of an active ant becom-
ing passive is zero—into the behaviour of the agents. That is, in terms of our
model parameters,r and p of individual ants change dependent on the time an ant
has been in a particular state. The simulated ants were akin to coupled oscillators:
when alone the ants show stochastic activity patterns, where they change state with
constant probability only when they have completed their refractive period, but in
groups their active and passive periods become entrained. In nature, however, ants
must be able to respond to the return of foragers or an invasion of their nest—it
is therefore unlikely they have a genuinely refractive period during which activity
state cannot be changed. Indeed, no ethological evidence has been presented that
individuals have either a refractive or unpassifiable period i.e., that their probability
of changing state is affected by the length of time in a given state.

The models also fail to explain experiments where the colony’s activity exhibits
synchronized but irregular pulses. For example,Frankset al. (1990) showed that
the timing of activity pulses was irregular in six of the seven experimental nests,
andHatcher(1992) only found periodicity in someLeptothoraxcolonies, and only
under very controlled laboratory conditions. In colonies showing nonperiodic be-
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haviour, activity flipping is commonly seen—long periods where none of the ants
are active are punctuated with short bursts of near full activity, followed by a return
to no activity.

Is it possible for a model to generate periods where all the agents are active,
followed by a flip to all passive, and so on, without parameters such asr and p
changing in time? The main assumption of our model so far is that active ants wake
passive ants while passive ants do not affect the state of active ants. However, it is
commonly observed inLeptothoraxcolonies that, contrary to the latter assumption,
active ants often become passive when they are next to passive ants. We now extend
our model to incorporate this effect. We also extend our model to include a feature
of previous models and of real ants: spontaneous activation of passive ants. We do
not, however, add any of the other features of previous models such as refractive
periods, explicit space or agent memory. The analysis of our revised model will
thus reveal to what degree activity pulsations can be accounted for by a simple
random activation/deactivation process alone.

6.1. The model. The revised definition of an ant is

Active1 ≡ pA :
√
.Passive2+ qA :

√
.Passifiable2

+ rA :
√
.RecruitA2+ (1− pA − qA − rA) :

√
.Active2

Passifiable2 ≡ ω : sleep.Passive1+ 1 :
√
.Active1

RecruitA2 ≡ ω : wake.Active1+ 1 :
√
.Active1

Active2 ≡ 1 :
√
.Active1

Passive1 ≡ pP :
√
.Active2+ qP :

√
.Wakeable2+ rP :

√
.RecruitP2

+(1− pP − qP − rP) :
√
.Passive2

Wakeable2 ≡ ω : wake.Active1+ 1 :
√
.Passive1

RecruitP2 ≡ ω : sleep.Passive1+ 1 :
√
.Passive1

Passive2 ≡ 1 :
√
.Passive1

wherepA (respectively,pP) is the probability per time step that an active (passive)
ant spontaneously becomes passive (active).qA (and, respectively,qP) is the prob-
ability per time step that an active (or passive) ant can be influenced to sleep (or
wake) by other passive (or active) ants. Rather than being a probability of attempt-
ing to wake a passive ant,rA is now the probability per time step that an active ant
is within the perceptual radius of a passive ant. If the active ant is within this radius
and aWakeable ant exists then the passive ant will be woken. Similarly,rP is the
probability per time step that a passive ant is in the perceptual radius of an active
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ant. In general,rA 6= rP since the perceptual radius of active and passive ants can
be very different.

We again define an agent to represent a colony of our agents

Activityn(i ) ≡
i∏
Active1×

n−i∏
Passive1

where 0≤ i ≤ n is a positive integer. All possible actions forActivityn(i ) are
then of the form

Activityn(i )
√
[φ]
−→

aP+dA∏
Active2×

aA+dP∏
Passive2×

bA∏
Passifiable2

×

bP∏
Wakeable2×

cA∏
RecruitA2×

cP∏
RecruitP2

√
[1]
−→ Activityn( j ) (22)

whereaA, aP, bA, bP, cA, cP and j are integers,dA = i − aA − bA − cA and
dP = n− i − aP − bP − cP and

φ = Pr(AA = aA, AP = aP, BA = bA, BP = bP,CA = cA,CP = cP)

where, for example,AA is a random variable representing the number ofActive1

agents which ‘decide’ to becomePassive2 and is distributed binomially with
parametersi and pA [the binomial distribution arises, as it did in the transitions
of Colonyn( j ) in equation (6), from the independent decision of actions by each
of the ants]. The distribution of all six of the above random variables is:

AA ∼ Bin(i, pA) AP ∼ Bin(n− i, pP) BA ∼ Bin(i,qA)

BP ∼ Bin(n− i,qP) CA ∼ Bin(i, rA) CP ∼ Bin(n− i, rP).

From the definition of an ant,j can be written in terms of these random variables:

j = (i − AA)+ AP +min{CA, BP} −min{CP, BA}. (23)

The probabilitypi j of Activityn(i ) becomingActivityn( j ) in two
√

actions
can, in theory, be found from equation (23) and the distribution of the random vari-
ables. This would allow us to write an underlying Markov chain forActivityn.
However, thepi j s contain complicated summations, preventing straightforward
analysis of the Markov chain’s transition matrix. Instead, we begin our analysis
using mean difference equations.
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6.2. MDE analysis. The two tick mean difference equation forActivityn is
obtained by replacing each random variable in equation (23) with its mean.

i t+1 = (1− pA)i t+ pP(n− i t)+min{rAi t ,qP(n− i t)}−min{rP(n− i t),qAi t}. (24)

When compared to interactions between ants, we will consider spontaneous chan-
ges of state as rare events. To analyse this case we setpA = pP = 0 (the result
of an analysis for small but nonzeropA and pP is similar but algebraically more
complicated):

i t+1 = f (i t) = i t +min{rAi t ,qP(n− i t)} −min{rP(n− i t),qAi t}. (25)

Solving i∗ = f (i∗) immediately gives fixed points ati∗ = 0 andi∗ = n when
parameter values are assumed nonzero. Other fixed points may be identified by
solving

min{rAi∗,qP(n− i∗)} = min{rP(n− i∗),qAi∗}.

A third fixed point,

i III =
rP

rP + rA
n

exists whenqP > rP andqA > rA. Furthermore, whenrP > qP andrA > qA then a
fixed point

i IV =
qP

qP + qA
n

exists. Clearly,i III andi IV cannot co-exist and, in general, equation (25) has either
two or three fixed points. In the degenerate case whererP = qP there is a closed
interval of fixed points fromi III to n. Likewise, whenrA = qA there is a closed
interval of fixed points from 0 toi IV .

If the magnitude of the slope off at a fixed point is greater than unity then it
repels repeated iterations of equation (25). The slopes ati I andi II are

d f

di

∣∣∣∣
0

= 1+ rA − qA and
d f

di

∣∣∣∣
n

= 1− qP + rP.

If the slope of f at 0 andn are both greater than 1 then, sincef is continuous, a
third, attracting fixed point must exist. Both these slopes are greater than 1 only
when rP > qP and rA > qA, so this fixed point must bei IV . Likewise, if the
slope of f at 0 andn are both less than 1 theni III exists and is repelling. Fig-
ure4 summarizes the properties of the fixed points off , dependent onqP, rP, qA
andrA.

How does the MDE analysis relate to the Markov chain that underlies
Activityn? When pA = pP = 0, the Markov chain has only two persistent
states—one with 0 active ants, the other withn. These correspond to fixed pointsi I
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andi II . The fixed pointsi III andi IV do not, in general, correspond to any persistent
state. However, we might expect the form of the mapf to have an effect on which
of the two persistent statesActivityn(i0) will eventually enter. Whenf is of a
form similar to I (from Fig.4) then we expect that fori0 < n, Activityn(i0) will
eventually becomeActivityn(0). Likewise, whenf is of form II then we expect
that for i0 > 0, it will becomeActivityn(n). For form III, if i0 > i III then we
expectActivityn(n), and if i0 < i III we expectActivityn(0). For forms I–III
we expect activity to move quickly to either the entire colony active, or the entire
colony passive. This is not the case with form IV. Although eitherActivityn(0)
or Activityn(n)must eventually be reached, we might expect long periods where
activity is near to the level indicated by the attracting fixed pointi IV . These predic-
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Figure 5. Simulations of colonies of (a) 94 and (b) 22 ants. The parameters for the simula-
tion arepP = 0.001, pA = 0.005,qP = 0.36,qA = 0.36,rP = 0.53 andrA = 0.53.

tions do not account for random fluctuations, so to check whether they are correct,
we simulate the agentActivityn(i0).

6.3. Simulation. We concentrate on the case whenf has a form qualitatively
similar to form IV in Fig.4. Forms I–III behave as predicted from the MDEs. For
form I activity dies out quickly, while for form II full activity is quickly achieved.
For form III activity either dies out or subsumes the entire colony, depending, in
the majority of cases, on whether initial activity levels are (respectively) below or
abovei III will lead to extinction. If a single ant of a state opposite to the majority
is added to simulations of forms I–III she will, in most cases, adopt the same state
as that majority. This is not the case for form IV

We setpP = 0.001 andpA = 0.005, so that the probability of each ant spon-
taneously changing state is small but nonzero. Were these parameters both zero,
then eventually the ants would either become all active or all passive.pP is less
than pA because solitary ants spend more time inactive than active [observations
by Cole (1991a) of Leptothorax allardycei]. Figure 5 shows two time series,
(a) taken from a simulation of a colony containing 94 ants, (b) from one con-
taining 22 ants. Despite the other parameters being identical for the two simulated
colonies, the dynamics of activity are very different. The larger colony behaves
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Figure 6. Activity maps for colonies of (a) 94 and (b) 22 ants compared with MDE. The
parameters for the simulation are identical to those in Fig.5, though simulations are ob-
served over a shorter time window (50 time steps).

similarly to the mean difference equation. The average number of active ants is
46.56 which compares favourably to the MDE prediction, from equation (24), of
n(qP + pP)/(pP + pA + qA + qP) = 46.74. Thus, the activity dynamics of large
colonies can be, for the most part, explained by random fluctuations around the
fixed point of the MDE.

In contrast, the small colony exhibits punctuated bursts of activity similar to those
observed in real colonies (Cole and Cheshire, 1996). Figure6 compares the mean
difference map with the probabilistic simulations. The fluctuations, in terms of
proportion of ants active, away from the mean map are much larger in the small
colony than in the large colony. Thus the activity dynamics of small colonies can
be explained in terms of two fixed points:i I , where there are no active ants and,
i IV , where there are roughlyn(qP + pP)/(pP + pA + qA + qP) active ants.i I is de-
terministically unstable in the sense that, although there is only a small probability
of an ant becoming active, if one does there is a high probability that the number
of active ants will move towardsi IV , the stable fixed point of the MDE. Sufficiently
large random fluctuations around this point can lead to a return to no active ants.
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Activity levels thus fluctuate between all passive and an activity level defined by
i IV , but never settle permanently at either point.

6.4. Biological implications. Our simulation results show that, as in Nature,
synchronized bursts of activity are possible for smalln (<60) with rA > qA and
rP > qP. In terms of ant behaviour, this means that for both active and passive
ants the probability of infecting other ants with their current activity state must
be greater than the probability of being infected by a neighbour’s state. That is,
ants must not respond to the majority of contacts they receive. This ‘intention’ by
both active and passive ants to remain mostly in their current state results in the
compromise equilibrium of the MDE, around which activity fluctuates.

The asymmetryr > q means that information on activity state is made avail-
able more often than it is used. This suggests the ants use an information system
based oncuesrather thansignals, where cues are features not designed specifically
to convey information, but which nonetheless may inform other individuals, and
which tend to be continuously available. Cues are much cheaper, in terms of time
and effort, than signals, because they are ‘emitted’ passively. It is perhaps not sur-
prising, given the frequency of encounters within ant nests, that ants seem to use
cues for information transfer about activity.

Observations ofLeptothorax acervorumcolonies reveal that periods of little or
no activity are punctuated with activity bursts where over two-thirds of the ants
become active (Frankset al., 1990). Figure7(a) shows the proportion of time that
at least 67% of ants are active for simulated colonies of between 0 and 100 ants.
For the given simulation parameters, the proportion of time the colony spends two-
thirds active remains roughly constant for colonies of up to 25 ants, then decreases
for larger colonies. The proportion of time the simulated colonies contain less than
10% active ants is given in Fig.7(b). It would be possible to fit the proportions
of high and low activity observed in experiments by adjusting the parameters in
our model (qP, rA, etc.). Simulations of various sized colonies, with the other
parameters remaining the same, can then be compared with correspondingly sized
experimental colonies. The model predicts that as colony size increases, and the
behaviour of the Markov chain converges to that of the MDE, the proportional
times of both no activity and high activity will decrease.

The adaptive advantage of activity synchrony is not clear. It may allow work
(e.g., brood care, allogrooming, mutual food exchange, dominance activity) to be
more evenly distributed around the colony (Hatcheret al., 1992). Alternatively,
the emergence of synchrony may be adaptively neutral and an epiphenomenon of
individual behaviour probabilities in the social context (Cole, 1991b) or of the time
required for digestion (Hemericket al., 1990) or for the carbon dioxide generated
by active ants to diffuse (Cox and Blanchard, 2000). Colonies which spend most of
their time resting but respond quickly to external disturbance, such as the discovery
of food or a predator, are better adapted, in terms of energy usage, than those in a
constant state of activity. If we equate the probabilitypA to the probability of an
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Figure 7. Proportion of time with (a) over 67% activity and (b) less than 10% activity
as functions of colony size. Other parameters for the simulation are identical to those in
Fig. 5.

external event disturbing a single ant then it is clear that small colonies that behave
according to our model are better adapted than large.

In Nature, large ant nests are broken down into series of smaller chambers, and
even in the case of single-chamberedLeptothoraxnests, there are two types of
worker, brood worker and forager, that are often physically separated in distinct
clusters (Boi et al., 1999; Blanchardet al., 2000). Furthermore, large single-
chamberedLeptothoraxcolonies often divide their nest population between two
nest sites during the active summer months (Partridgeet al., 1997) and move nest
walls to increase nest size when population increases (Franks and Sendova-Franks,
1992). These adaptations may have evolved in part because the larger groups can-
not synchronize their activity and distribute their work efficiently (Hatcheret al.,
1992). While a positive correlation between interaction rate and density has been
shown in some cases (Gordonet al., 1993; Pacalaet al., 1996), the above adap-
tations may ensure that local density, and hence interaction rates, remain constant
irrespective of colony size.

Although our model may be adjusted to fit the proportion of time spent at partic-
ular levels of activity, it cannot be used to fit the complete statistical ‘signature’ of
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real activity time series. One clear difference is that the activity levels of our model
are never regularly periodic, as is sometimes observed in real ant nests. Flipping
behaviour in our model could be made periodic by introducing time structure to ant
behaviour. For example, we could add the refractive unwakeable or unpassifiable
periods, which generated the periodic activity seen in previous models (Toftset al.,
1992; Soleet al., 1993). The activity cycles generated by this mechanism could
be compared to those that might be generated by, for example, a self-inhibitory
response to respiratory carbon dioxide which ants produce during bouts of activity
(Cox and Blanchard, 2000).

Before developing our model further new observations of the behaviour of in-
dividual ants are required. Specifically, new data is required on, and the WSCCS
model extended to incorporate, realistic interaction rates, neighbour influences, and
the effect of time in current state on the probability of changing state.Blanchard
et al.(in prep.) have developed an automated computer method of behaviour classi-
fication which yields activity data for all individuals in the nest in parallel (see also,
Blanchard, 1996). Interaction rates, activity transition probabilities and how these
change as a result of interactions and the time spent in the current state, can be ex-
tracted simply from this data and built into the model. Introducing more complex
individual behaviour will reduce the analysis possible with MDEs. However, as we
add complexity to the individual agents, we can examine changes in simulations in
the context of previous, well understood models.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In creating mathematical models we are often trying to paint pictures of biolog-
ical systems. Different perspectives are generated by the different styles afforded
by computer simulations, probabilistic descriptions and dynamical systems mod-
els. In this paper we have demonstrated how all three of these perspectives may
be derived from a single WSCCS description. This allows us to say, without any
ambiguity, how style affects the model and how each model relates to the others. It
also allows us to relate the parameters of the different models—e.g., the functional
form of a difference equation can be related to the equivalent simulation. Having
such a firm grasp on mathematical models is essential if we are to draw meaningful
conclusions from computer simulations.

Identifying the deterministic nonlinear dynamics which underlie a WSCCS
model provides a mathematical understanding of its global behaviour, which a
simulation-based search through parameter space does not. The techniques de-
scribed here have been applied elsewhere to a number of agent models, in order to
determine their underlying nonlinear dynamics. Many of the common dynamical
system models used in mathematical biology can be shown to have agent model
equivalents (Sumpter, 2000). For example, a model of Varroa mite breeding has
been shown to have the exponential logistic map as its MDE (Sumpter and Broom-
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head, 2001) and a model of flower sources competing to attract honey bees were
shown to obey a law of competitive exclusion (Sumpter, 2000). Given agent level
descriptions of behaviour it is possible to derive standard phenomenological mod-
els, both easing analysis of the agent model and allowing the terms in the phe-
nomenological model to be understood in terms of the individual interactions in
the system. We are currently developing a fully parameterized WSCCS model of
the process by whichLeptothoraxants choose a new nest site. Analysis of these
more complicated models is where the real power of the WSCCS and the MDE
approach lies.

More than just providing a means for understanding relationships between meth-
ods of mathematical analysis, a modelling framework such as WSCCS lends it-
self naturally to modelling the interactions of individuals. It is highly desirable to
have a formalism whereby simulation based models of animal behaviour can be
stated unambiguously, allowing mechanisms of interaction for different species to
be compared directly. WSCCS is such a formalism. Deciding which of a num-
ber of formalisms—such as finite state machines (Lachmann and Sella, 1995) and
fluid neural networks (Soleet al., 1993)—should be adopted as standard is a cur-
rent problem for those modelling behavioural interactions and, although obviously
useful, we would not make the claim that WSCCS (or any other formalism) is the
best. The development of an automated tool for generating simulations of WSCCS
models, producing MDEs and analysing the underlying Markov chain is essential
if WSCCS is to stake a claim as a standard tool. Process algebra models could
then be constructed, parameterized and analysed on the basis of data collected via
automated image analysis of ants nests. Such models would provide a true math-
ematical underpinning to the study of animal societies and allow us to build up an
algorithmic understanding of their collective structure.
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APPENDIX A: PROBABILITY WORKBENCH CODE

The Probability Workbench is a tool for investigating the transitions of WSCCS
agents. It may be acquired from

http://www.chris.scs.leeds.ac.uk.
The following is the Probability Workbench code for the three models described

in this paper:
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A.1: Compostions of agents.

bind p (0.5)
bind q (0.5)

bs Act p.t:Pas + q.t:Act
bs Pas 1.t:Pas
basi L t

btr Colony Act|Act|Act|Act/L

A.2: Colony activation.

bind p (0.2)
bind q (0.5)
bind r (0.3)

bs Act1 p.t:Pas2 + q.t:Rec2 + r.t:Act2
bs Act2 1.t:Act1
bs Rec2 1@1.wakeup^-1:Act1 + 1.t:Act1

bs Pas1 1.t:Pas2
bs Pas2 1@1.wakeup^1:Act1 + 1.t:Pas1

basi L t

btr Colony Act1|Pas1|Pas1|Pas1|Pas1/L

A.3: Self-synchronized activity.

bind pa (0.1)
bind qa (0.2)
bind ra (0.5)

bind pp (0.01)
bind qp (0.4)
bind rp (0.5)

bs Act1 pa.t:Pas2 + qa.t:Slp2 + ra.t:ReA2 + (1-pa-qa-ra).t:Act2
bs Slp2 1@1.sleep^1:Pas1 + 1.t:Act1
bs ReA2 1@1.wakeup^-1:Act1 + 1.t:Act1
bs Act2 1.t:Act1

bs Pas1 pp.t:Act2 + qp.t:Wak2 + rp.t:ReP2 + (1-pp-qp-rp).t:Pas2
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bs Slp2 1@1.wakeup^1:Act1 + 1.t:Pas1
bs ReP2 1@1.sleep^-1:Pas1 + 1.t:Pas1
bs Pas2 1.t:Pas1

basi L t

btr Colony Pas1|Pas1|Pas1|Pas1|Pas1/L
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